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each line of spiritual experience to its farthest point, and chose
to look from that farthest point at all existence, so as to see
what truth or power such a view could give it. It tried to know
the whole of divine nature and to see too as high as it could
beyond nature and into whatever there might be of supradivine.
When it formulated a spiritual atheism, it followed that to its
acme of possible vision. When, too, it indulged in materialistic
atheism, — though it did that only with a side glance, as the
freak of an insatiable intellectual curiosity, — yet it formulated
it straight out, boldly and nakedly, without the least concession
to idealism or ethicism.

Everywhere we find this tendency. The ideals of the Indian
mind have included the height of self-assertion of the human
spirit and its thirst of independence and mastery and possession
and the height also of its self-abnegation, dependence and sub-
mission and self-giving. In life the ideal of opulent living and the
ideal of poverty were carried to the extreme of regal splendour
and the extreme of satisfied nudity. Its intuitions were sufficiently
clear and courageous not to be blinded by its own most cherished
ideas and fixed habits of life. If it was obliged to stereotype caste
as the symbol of its social order, it never quite forgot, as the
caste-spirit is apt to forget, that the human soul and the human
mind are beyond caste. For it had seen in the lowest human being
the Godhead, Narayana. It emphasised distinctions only to turn
upon them and deny all distinctions. If all its political needs and
circumstances compelled it at last to exaggerate the monarchical
principle and declare the divinity of the king and to abolish its
earlier republican city states and independent federations as too
favourable to the centrifugal tendency, if therefore it could not
develop democracy, yet it had the democratic idea, applied it in
the village, in council and municipality, within the caste, was
the first to assert a divinity in the people and could cry to the
monarch at the height of his power, “O king, what art thou
but the head servant of the demos?” Its idea of the golden age
was a free spiritual anarchism. Its spiritual extremism could not
prevent it from fathoming through a long era the life of the
senses and its enjoyments, and there too it sought the utmost


